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Abstract: In this paper we introduce a system, called DJSON, which enables HTTP transport of
Domain Name System traffic. DJSON enables re-encoding of the existing Domain Name System
message format, so that it can traverse hostile territory with confidence without modifying the
underlying Domain Name System design. In DJSON, Domain Name System messages are sent and
received with a properly formatted HTML using a JSON encoding that allows bidirectional
mapping to and from traditional Domain Name System transport encodings. This guarantees that
interoperability is no worse than it is today. HTTP can be used to work around the problem where
middle boxes have interoperability problems. DJSON aims to solve several real-world and
operational problems. DJSON is designed to “bridge” Domain Name System across areas where
Domain Name System packets might be mangled, deliberately modified or blocked. DJSON further
aims to enable and address improved reliability, availability, and security. Detailed discussions,
experiments run on a prototype of DJSON, and analysis show the effectiveness and relevance of
our work.
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Introduction

T

he Domain Name System (DNS) is a distributed database that has enabled a massive growth of the World Wide Web
(“the Web”). DNS provides the mappings of human readable domain names (such as www.example.com) to Internet
Protocol (IP) addresses. The Internet [11] is considerably older than the Web [10], but the Web has been the principal
driver in its growth.
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Malicious activity has revealed vulnerabilities not accounted for at the time of DNS’s original design [15]. While DNS
Security Extensions (DNSSEC) addresses many of these, end-to-end adoption is needed. New DNS features are not well
supported at their inception. Upgrades and extensions are often adopted slowly by large enterprises due to non-DNS
obstacles. Numerous ancillary systems do not support DNS adequately or at all. Another problem in the environment
surrounding DNS is that DNS is trivial to divert through a rewriting middle box. Consumer ISPs and public WiFi
frequently rewrite DNS [21]. This is becoming the norm, but it interferes with new features. In the hands of state operators,
it is a major technique used for censorship. We contend that DJSON, through its use of HTTP, could change the playing
field of DNS re-writing and take some control of DNS out of the hands of various types of intermediaries.
Contribution. Our contribution is as follows. First, we outline the case for HTTP transport of DNS traffic, which is
motivated by several real-world deployment aspects and settings. Second, we introduce the design, implementation, and
validation of a system that enables HTTP transport of DNS traffic. We analyze DJSON, and present several measurements
on a fully-functioning prototype. Our measurements demonstrate that incremental overhead of DJSON to DNS resolution is
negligible. We further show that DJSON is incrementally deployable in the real-world Internet.
Organization. In Section II, we go over the motivation behind DJSON by considering several limitations and
shortcomings in the Internet today that DJSON could help solve. In Section III, we introduce the preliminary findings of
our work, including an overview of DNS and JSON. In Section IV, we introduce related work. In Section V, we review the
design of DJSON which is followed by implementation details presented in Section VI. In Section VII, we introduce
measurements, which are followed by a discussion in Section VIII. Concluding remarks are drawn in Section IX.

Motivation and Applications
The main goal behind us undertaking this research is to find ways to enable end hosts to use DNS with high confidence in
their DNS service. The transport of DNS should not trade low overhead for a high risk of tampering. It is critical for any
such transport to be capable of passing through intermediate systems (aka middle boxes [20]). The need to upgrade hosts
without upgrading middle boxes tends to rule out the introduction of a novel transport protocol [19]. These issues are
detailed as follows.
Lack of vendor support: In some cases, the software is an embedded element of a piece of hardware, such as a
consumer-grade firewall or router, and termed firmware. Development of important new features is possible only when all
systems are upgraded. Vendors are typically under no obligation to provide new features. The options in those cases are not
pleasant: forego the new functionality, or replace the systems. We ideally want our system to operate on a highly-supported
protocol on all platforms to address this issue.
Deployment scalability issues: Large enterprises may have to weigh a variety of factors in deciding to upgrade systems,
including physical access to machines and time. Upgrades also carry risks, including failed upgrades and extended outages,
the risk of introducing incompatibilities or instabilities, and potential training issues. Ideally, we want to use a system that
does not require end-hosts involvement for its upgrade.
DNS Rewriting by ISPs and Public WiFi Operators: Ordinary DNS is completely vulnerable to manipulation by
Man in the Middle (MitM) payload manipulation. The rise of the search engine business model has unfortunately created an
incentive for parties to conduct MitM manipulation. The main method involves intercepting DNS lookup responses, which
indicate that a name does not exist [17], and to modify those to redirect clients to monetized services [21]. Ideally, we want
to implement a system that makes it harder or even impossible to rewrite without detection.
DNS Rewriting or Censorship by State entities: In some cases, the MitM may be a state (nation state government or
government-sponsored entity), with a reason more ideological in nature [6]. In these cases, the state may wish to censor
parts of the DNS namespace. Similarly, states may wish to replace content on the web via DNS redirection. Similar to the
previous case, we want to implement a system that makes it harder for the censor to find or modify DNS traffic.

Primer on DNS and Name Resolution
It is helpful to first briefly describe the components, design, and operation of existing DNS. The DNS consists of the
following elements:


Stub resolvers (end user host systems)



Recursive resolvers (caching name servers), sometimes called iterative resolvers



Authority servers (including root and TLD servers)

An application on an end user’s computer, such as a web browser, typically takes user input (from keyboard, or via
URLs), and looks up Domain Names in order to access information through an IP address. The resolution process is usually
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carried out by the host’s stub DNS resolver. The stub resolver converts the requested information into a DNS wire-format
packet, sends it to the recursive resolver, and waits for the reply. A recursive resolver performs the bulk of the work: it
maintains a cache of previously retrieved DNS values, and it performs the traversal of the DNS tree.
If the recursive resolver gets an answer, it sends it to the stub, which extracts the relevant data and returns it via the API.
If it receives a DNS message indicating the name does not exist, it returns this to the stub. If at any point the recursive
resolver fails to get any answer from a particular DNS server, it exercises its robust features — it may try the same server
again, or look for another server. If it is unable to complete its task, it will report its failure to the stub.

Related Work
This paper stands on the shoulders of several other pieces of work related to DNS over HTTP. Aside from DNSSEC-trigger,
the uses are for the display of DNS in web settings, rather than for transport of DNS from querier to servers and back.
Below is a brief summary of past efforts:


Multi-location DNS Looking Glass - Tool for performing DNS queries via RESTful interface in multiple locations,
returning results in JSON format.



DNS Looking Glass - Tool for performing DNS queries via RESTful interface, returning results in JSON format.



DNS JSON - Source code project from circa 2009, partially developed but incomplete/abandoned. More details on
the difference between this work and DJSON are listed below.



DNSSEC-trigger - embedded control function in NLNetlabs’ Unbound resolver, for attempting DNS queries over
TCP port 80 when DNSSEC problems are encountered.



Several other web-based DNS lookup tools.

Comparison: We compare those systems and initiatives with our work. There has been at least one previous effort to
develop code for a DNS-JSON encoding [2], which appears to have been abandoned after one-way encoding was done in
2009. Another DNS JSON tool [3], similarly focuses only on answers, with a limited number of type codes. Yet another
tool for looking up DNS via HTTP with JSON response is “dnsrest” [5]. It also focuses only on answer values. The “DNS
Looking Glass” [1] is primarily designed for returning DNS answer data. Its JSON scheme is organized around DNS
resolution metadata. The “Multilocation DNS Looking Glass” [4] uses a RESTful query mechanism of
“node/qname/qtypename”. The JSON response format is generic, encapsulating all types as string data. None of the
schemes above facilitate decoding, and thus are not suitable for bidirectional use. DNSSEC-trigger [18] is a feature of the
Unbound DNS implementation. The creator, NLNET Labs, has developed a group of heuristics to determine if there is an
environmental obstacle to DNSSEC and offers a server that will parse and forward DNSSEC queries and responses over
HTTP. It does not deterministically create a gateway in the manner that DJSON does. It is single-vendor, requires that the
host itself runs Unbound, and requires TCP access to another Unbound server.
Other DNS presentation tools: A variety of web lookup tools exist, predominantly producing DNS validation (zone
structure and hierarchy), maps, metadata, or literal output from the “dig” tool, in formats as varied as the purpose of the
tools. Dig output, while being reasonably deterministic, is not sufficiently well-formed so as to facilitate screen scraping as
a parsing method.
Our system: In contrast, the JSON scheme presented here, and used in DJSON, is designed for bidirectional mapping
with well-defined mappings on all elements, the preservation of the ordering of elements, and fidelity-preserving metadata
included in the JSON representation. This metadata provides a completely deterministic decoding capability, along with a
server mode that has the capability to perform efficient one-pass mapping. Additionally, the JSON encoding maintains full
readability by using the traditional presentation format of DNS fields, with each field labeled and structural relationships
represented by the array encoding type.

Design
The system consists of two main components: a client and a server. Operation of the system requires that each client be
configured to connect to a specific server. Servers are designed to support any number of clients (limited by the laws of
physics), and there are no restrictions on the number of servers or their geographic placement. The client translates the
requests it receives from the host on its DNS subsystem into JSON format, and forwards the query (over HTTP[s]) to the
server. The server then receives the request, translates the request into DNS, and sends the DNS request to the server’s
configured DNS resolver. The DNS resolver answers the query and sends back the DNS format to the server, which
translates the DNS answer into JSON format and sends it back to the DNS client stub. The client then returns the content
received from the server.
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Functional Design: The design of this transport mechanism necessarily needs to dovetail into the overall design and
operation of the existing DNS. In particular, one critical requirement is that whatever it does needs to be transparent beyond
its own borders. DNS requires complete interoperability, and this places strict rules on both the design and the
implementation of any new DNS-related system. In order to provide for the highest degree of fidelity and interoperability,
the decision was made to operate in a bridge (or tunnel) mode. Any place a DNS stub could communicate with a resolver is
a place that a pair of gateways can be interposed. This high-level design allows a great degree of flexibility and scalability
in deployment scenarios.
In the following, apart from the components of the system, we highlight some of our design options and explain the
rationale for choosing JSON over other alternatives.

■ Queries: REST vs POST
A design choice that needs to be explained is the method by which the query is converted to an HTTP request sent by the
client. There are two basic options: REST, which needs the query to be composed into the URL of the request, or POST
method, which enables the use of JSON for representation. JSON + POST permits arbitrary data to easily be encoded.
In the overall design, there was a need to both encode and decode DNS messages to achieve the full gateway function in
the direction of DNS Answers. Note that the DNS message format is identical for queries and replies. Given that JSON has
one of the largest support and use bases on the Web, we selected it as our representation method. So, by using JSON +
POST encoding for queries, all potential development cycles needed for designing, implementing, and debugging the REST
functionality were avoided. Since the encode/decode process maintains DNS message fidelity, all current and future DNS
query methods and options are automatically supported.

■ Client Side: Topological Possibilities
Table 1 shows a non-exhaustive list of ways in which a DNS-over-HTTP subsystem could be incorporated into the DNS
resolution process. Each of those design options would enable certain level of design and maintenance complexities, and
would answer the limitation posted in Section II on different ways. For example, implementing the client at the browser or
client side, while still hiding DNS traffic in the HTTP volumetric traffic, is costly for maintenance, as opposed to locating it
on the resolver, a gateway, or a LAN forwarder.
Table 1. Client Side
Integrated, native HTTP-based stub in browsers
On-host standalone DNS-HTTP forwarder
On-LAN DNS-HTTP forwarder
Enterprise-wide DNS-HTTP gateway
Upgrade to the host stub resolver
Drop-in replacement for stub

■ Server Side: Topological Options
We have identified a non-exhaustive list of ways that the server side subsystem of DJSON could be incorporated into the
DNS resolution process. Broadly, the set of locations where the server side could be implemented are: 1) on the resolver, 2)
on a stand-alone web server, or 3) as a dedicated gateway. In addition to the primary topological role, additional HTTP and
DNS features can be added. These include: 1) DNSSEC validation (on behalf of non-DNSSEC-capable clients), 2) DDoS
mitigation systems/devices preventing spoofed source IP traffic, 3) white-listed client gateways (protects against nonspoofed volumetric attacks), 4) TLS/SSL encryption, 5) cryptographically-signed JSON, 6) Load-balanced front-end,
and/or 7) Globally distributed “anycast” service.
In our implementation we tested DJSON against all three main design options, but the most interesting results were
obtained in stand-alone web server and dedicated gateway.

Implementation
In order to better understand the implementation of DJSON, we break it down into several elements:


Client connection handling
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Server connection handling



JSON encoding/decoding

A variety of client and server implementations representing each topological location were developed and tested. The
objective in implementing DJSON is to preserve binary DNS packets across a round-trip, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For DNS
queries, the translations are DNS-JSON on the client followed by JSON-DNS on the server. For DNS replies, the
translations are DNS-JSON on the server followed by JSON-DNS on the client. In both directions, an identical before-andafter packet payload comparison is used for validation.

Figure 1. Overview of packet-preserving gateway function in both directions

■ Client Connection Handling
Regardless of where it is located, the current implementation of the client always behaves the same. The client attempts to
keep a connection open to its configured server, over HTTP. It waits until a new DNS packet arrives. It parses the DNS
packet, constructs the corresponding JSON message, and sends that to the server in an HTTP POST command. It waits for
the response, parses the JSON, and builds an appropriate DNS response packet, and sends it to the originating host. When
necessary, it will re-open the connection to the server on the HTTP TCP port.

■ Server Connection Handling
There are two server implementations which are as follows.
CGI module installed on a web server: This is called by the web server with the JSON payload provided. The
program is executed for every packet, and exits after processing a single packet.
Stand-alone program: This needs to perform all webserver functions. It can maintain a persistent connection, and
continue to execute (or sleep) between packets. This version has less overhead, and a much faster response to queries.
In both cases, the server converts the JSON payload to DNS wire format, and attempts to contact the configured DNS
resolver. If it fails to receive an answer, it retries a preconfigured number of times, sending an error message back to the
client if it never succeeds. If at any point it succeeds, the resulting answer packet is converted into JSON and sent back to
the client.

■ JSON Encoding/Decoding Scheme
JSON was selected for the encoding scheme for a variety of reasons. JSON is well defined and supports bidirectional
encoding/decoding for all atomic data types. JSON is widely supported, which is good given the number of configurations
identified for this.
A descriptive/prescriptive representation of the structure, field data types, and parameterizations for the current state of
the DNS standards was used. Then, the atomic data type encode/decode rules were created. Thirdly, a Label Dictionary
mechanism was created to track label compression. The result is a deterministic method for encoding and decoding DNS
packets.
DNS Message Format Definition: This consists of field definitions of the fixed portions of the DNS wire format, and
the structure and relationship of variable components. It defines the atomic elements, names, types, and count-based
quantifiers, such as the count of resource records per section, or the length of certain fields.
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Resource Record Type Definitions: Similar to the overall Message Format, each resource record has its particular
structure defined, including atomic type and size references. All current (non-obsolete) codes, options, flags, and types are
implemented, with two exceptions: meta-types AXFR and IXFR. These are currently defined in a small number of tables.
However, given that IANA publishes the list of names and types in XML format [12], one possible improvement would be
to have the software detect changes in the IANA table (e.g. via periodic queries), and update itself as the table changes.

Validation and Measurement
The implementations of both the CGI and standalone server were tested with instances of both on-host, on-resolver, and
stand-alone clients. The same sets of queries were performed across all combinations of client/server, as well as directly via
several known good DNS resolvers. Unit testing of the perl module’s encode/decode functions were conducted to confirm
the source(s) of the observed levels of latency. The measurements reported below are from over 100 testing cases (averaged
or represented as box plots to capture the distribution).

Figure 2. Typical query/answer encoding/decoding times, which are applied on a round-trip four times
(one encode, one decode, on each query and answer packet)

Figure 3. Latency when using a local DJSON gateway running as a dedicated listener
(instead of being called via a generic web server)
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Figure 4. Latency when Apache2 calls the local DNS gateway as a CGI-BIN Perl script for every packet
The graph in Fig. 2 shows the latency of JSON encoding/decoding. The graph in Fig. 3 shows latency for queries to a
CGI server, while Fig. 4 shows the latency for resolution when using a non-CGI dedicated server, with the server, client,
and resolver all being on the same machine. A similar comparison was done using a remote DNS server, for both direct
queries (in Fig. 5) and CGI-server queries (in Fig. 6). All queries were performed using the “dig” tool included with ISC
BIND9, and the resulting packet formats were validated both by “dig” and via inspection using “tcpdump.”
In contrast, the latency when directly querying a local resolver should be near zero, since no networking or
encoding/decoding is involved.
The test results were better than expected for a proof-of-concept implementation. Improvements in performance may be
needed for Enterprise-level gateways, and can be achieved with very modest changes to the implementation, such as using
threads to make use of multiple CPU cores on the client and server gateways. Additional improvements by implementing
the gateway software in a compiled language like “C” rather than an interpreted language (perl), or by Web-server modules
like “mod perl” are likely to improve the performance on both latency and overall system capacity (for query load and
number of stub clients). The testing results show that a DJSON implementation would be practical to deploy and use with
no detrimental impact to user experience. Experiments with a demonstration of DJSON confirm the lab results, where users
were unaware that DJSON was in use.

Figure 5. Latency when no DJSON gateway is used while querying a remote DNS server

Discussion
The test results demonstrate the feasibility of deploying DJSON in a large variety of real-world scenarios. The current
proof-of-concept has been successful in achieving its stated goals. The modest latency overhead is comparable or less than
the variance in resolution of real-world domain names. In addition, this latency is not compounded by the serialization of
queries, since most host systems and applications (e.g. browsers) perform DNS pre-fetching and parallelize DNS
resolutions with multiple threads.
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Figure 6. Latency when a DJSON gateway forwards to a remote DNS server

■ Enabling DNSSEC Validation
The original specifications for DNS [14], [16], [17] provided limited protection against off-axis threats, and were open to
MitM attacks. DNSSEC [7]–[9], [13] provides cryptographic protection to DNS content. However, until DNSSEC
upgrades are done on end hosts, they continue to be vulnerable to attack. DJSON provides a means by which end hosts gain
the benefit of DNSSEC without having to upgrade their local software. This is accomplished by simply configuring the
DJSON gateway to use a DNSSEC-validating resolver.

■ High-level Security Issues
One measure of systemic security risk is the attack surface. While JSON transport reduces several risks, the question that
needs to be considered is, has any new attack surface been introduced?
There is a small set of Denial of Service vectors that are introduced, in terms of the pairs of gateways and the
connections between them. That risk can be mitigated on the UDP side of gateways with Access Control Lists (ACLs), and
with DDoS protection/mitigation techniques/services on the TCP side of the gateways. Additionally, client gateways can be
“white-listed”.

■ Additional Security and Privacy Capabilities
The fact that HTTP transport is utilized creates additional opportunities for security and privacy, via TLS. Transport Layer
Security (TLS/SSL) is the end-to-end encryption used in HTTPS connections. By providing DJSON as a service over an
HTTPS protected web server, the DNS traffic automatically becomes encrypted. Digitally signing, either with signed JSON
or with TSIG in the DNS payload, prevents modification at a modest performance penalty. This feature may help address
some practical and timely operational issues [22]

Conclusion and Future Work
DJSON has been demonstrated to be practical to deploy. DJSON servers do not perform heavyweight DNS resolution, so
individual gateways can scale very well. The desired attributes detailed in Section II (highly supported protocol, no host
upgrades, rewrite-hardened, censor-resistant) are met handily. DJSON is uniquely designed to meet these goals, as we
showed in Section IV. The performance of DJSON has been shown to be deterministic, and thus scales linearly with load.
DJSON is flexible; gateways can be placed anywhere, with many-to-one client-server gateways supported, and with client
gateways supporting multiple stub resolvers.
This work is anticipated to become the starting point for a variety of related works. This includes integration into web
browsers and lightweight smartphone/tablet apps, flexibility for far-end resolver choice, and additional implementations.
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